General Education Subcommittee

Minutes 23 November 2009

Heilman Dining Center, 7:30 AM

Present: Anderson, Bagwell, Lawson, Marquardt, Neff, Price, Williams

1. The Subcommittee endorsed the revised AOS model circulated at the meeting, but decided to add sample courses (4-6) for each area. Gene will provide examples for Cross-cultural/Global issues and Visual/Performing Arts, Gene and Joan for Literatures and History, Joan for Civic Issues, Catherine for Social/Behavioral Sciences and Natural/Physical Sciences, Barry for Formal Systems, and Terry for Ethical Issues. Adam, Terry and Clark will suggest examples of courses from Business, Leadership and Law respectively that might satisfy general education requirements.

2. The Subcommittee endorsed the revised FOS model circulated earlier. Gene will provide a definition for Intercultural Analysis that avoids overlap with Social Analysis.

3. Since the revisions will not be completed in time to circulate to the faculty for discussion on November 30, the Subcommittee will ask Provost Allred to cancel that meeting and move the presentation and discussion to December 10. The Subcommittee will also ask the Provost to schedule a meeting to the Task Force next week to endorse our revisions.

4. The Subcommittee will next meet at 4:00 PM, Monday, November 30.